Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, December 4, 2015
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began –11:03 AZ/Mountain Time
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Beth Bisson (Signs of the Seasons), Rebecca Montgomery (MNPN), Sandy DiSimone
(Starr Ranch Audubon)
Celebrate an achievement!
− Jody Einerson (Oregon Season Trackers) reports they are playing with producing short video promos using the iMovie software
that can be used on Macs and iPad/iPhone and it is a free app. They have canned formats called Movie Trailers that you drop
your own photos and captions into and they turn out pretty good and face paced. We did one for our schools project
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KdNPZp-1Fs . If other people are interested in doing some of this there is a website The
Scientist Videographer which is a wonderful resource http://thescientistvideographer.com/wordpress/tutorials/ She has
produced many short helpful tutorials.
− Beth – Hiring assistant coordinator position to be hired soon, temp position for now through growing season. New person. Also
met with Alyssa and Ellen (NCO) to talk about the loon effort to see if they can include some of the chick phenophases that
collaborators are interested in. Ellen is trying to figure out which of the animal phenophases for birds could be included. So they
are going forward with the original plan for this season. Talking about planning a NE regional phenol conference next fall in the
White Mountains.
− Sandy – Slowly adding chapters b/c they have to run by their boards before participating, she can’t be there to give talks to
share her passion, difficult but trying hard. Had a bunch of questions about bird phenophases that she sent to us. Somewhat
complicated questions and great that there are groups who are so engaged. LA – can pass along to staff a question about maybe
creating an email for protocol question changes related animal protocols.
− Rebecca – Hosted a couple of training workshops this fall with Extension agent. Printed out NN How to Observe handbook for
the class and had them follow along and had really positive responses to that method. Also received many invitations to speak,
indicating that people are knowing that they are there now, rather than them reaching out to people. Also planning an annual
meeting of network participants this winter. Focus on winter, MN, Pheno with extreme weather. LA- if you are hosting a
conference, feel free to send it to me and I can also announce on the list serve (you can post too!) Or we can post on facebook
and in an observer newsletter, if open to observers.
Discussion Topic: Marketing and/or Advertising Methods
− Beth – They have little ½ sheet postcards with name of the program and nice visual, website, contact info on the back. Nice
looking to put on a display at a conference or event. Have done announcements in newspapers about trainings, work with other
organizations to help them advertise the trainings (MN, Ext, EE conferences), both outreach and recruitment and intro to
programs. If they host with a partner they put it out in flyers and newsletters as well. Use facebook, sea grant facebook, radio
program used September program about phenology, more of an awareness raising and substantive piece and recruitment.
Program posters that share some of the research data. It is an ongoing process that you should do all so year. Started by putting
up sign up sheets on paper at a list. Now have a form on the website to sign up for training or on an email list for trainings in the
winter and spring. Will do other trainings by request and post them on the website. Active observers are now about 66 people
entering data last season. How do we retain people? Training 100s of people each year. Spring and summer will do volunteer
appreciation and events to try to reengage. Some people lose steam, maybe do not get enough feedback, educators don’t
always have the same responsibility each year cant make it fit so they can’t come back.
− Rebecca – uses a lot of the same strategies. Has the benefit of having their own phenol facebook page and there are two other
phenol facebook pages in the state where she can cross post. Website has a contact us place, some hits from that. Hosted
workshops and invited themselves to things that they think are groups who want to know about them- e.g. asked to give
presentation to interpretive staff at state parks in MN to let them know who they are. Through people attending those activities
and workshops, the word spreads. Made t-shirts – was fun and people bought them at the MN conference. Has an afterschool
group that does phenology and NN and toured her lab. Having a logo – actually put some kind of legitimacy on it.
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Sandy needs help! She has two marketing people for the state, network leaders, has great resources. She sends announcements
but are sometimes dry. Rebecca – one idea for getting a logo- their institute on the environment at the university had a student
intern graphic design person. Partner with student to see if they can do it for a portfolio. Communications – Rebecca used a
retired communication person to help smooth out dry text.
Sandy - says there was a paper in wildlife journal about why internships are not good for diversity – at risk or poor communities
don’t see the opportunities. Also there is the problem of the unpaid internships – the author feels that’s wrong, institutions
should include funding in their grants for hiring interns. She will share the paper around with us. Rebecca – similarly, several
academic programs that have internship requirements for credit, the student may have to justify the internship if they are
getting paid b/c they are also getting credit. Therefore, only people who can afford that can do it. Beth – one of the strengths of
phenology is that you don’t have to be in wilderness to participate. Can be in urban environments so it makes it more accessible.
Struggle with 7 month positions, budget is a problem and that’s why the pay is low. Maybe could partner with a foundation for
more money that would help close that gap, and also bring diversity into the equation. Sandy – staff major issue, director natl
director of ed programs is African American. She says they can’t draw kids from diverse communities with “lame white people
programming”. Beth – unpaid internship problem is not just a diversity issue, it is an economic issue. Living expenses are very
high for everyone no matter where you live. LA- the North American Association for Environmental Education Diversity group
(http://www.naaee.net/promoting-diversity-and-inclusion)
Sandy – had an incident where local white upper middle class people were visiting her site. She also employs some at risk
people, as well. Homeschool parents worried about the safety of the kids because the at risk students were there and looked
like gang members. How do you work with both? Beth – great that Sandy is reaching out to at risk people and is doing that.
People need to get used to see different people than themselves. Used to live in Oakland for SCA, did overnights in the parks
and often wondered if people thought that of them.
Do we ask diversity info to participate in NN? No. LA- we’ve been working (slowly) on creating a motivation survey we hope to
include those type of questions on that. We removed the diversity questions from the account creation page bc it was too long
and overwhelming.
Beth does optional Extension diversity forms at her trainings, U wants to know more about who they serve. Has been able to
reach out to tribal schools in the state make an effort where they can
Rebecca – has been contacted by great lakes Indian fish and wildlife commission and Menomenee tribe about starting NN
program. How did the tribe find out about it in the first place? Word of mouth. Knows Rebecca and the network was talking to
them with NE Climate Science Center. Former graduate student works for the forest service with them, connected Rebecca. The
now want to do a phenology trail with the tribal college. College has long-term forest monitoring plots – wants to get info out
about climate change sooner than later. Thought phenology might be a way to do that. Wanted to link it to their student body,
which is how they’d like to engage people in a phenology walk. Could be more cultural than data collection. Targeting culturally
important species for that. Northern Research station had a workshop about climate change monitoring. Another word of
mouth thing.
Anyone have an example of good marketing materials? Beth - Make sure there is a hook, related to the season changing or
maple sugar, something that is a grab. Use different outreach methods to different audiences, doesn’t meet everyone’s needs.
Written op eds that she can share
Writing impact statements – Relevance, Response, Results format. Signs of the seasons can share some. They are also on the
natl sea grant website.
Let’s move the meeting to the third Fridays, same time, staring in January.
Happy Holidays!

Meeting Adjourned –11:57 AZ/Mountain Time.
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